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9.

i would be interested in a skate boarding park and tennis courts. I
would love to see a large outside chess set.
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10. I completely agree with the resident from the Highlands that
4/13/2008
walkability should be a top priority for development of Crozet. In
9:57:00 AM
this age of obesity and high gas prices it just makes so much
sense for the county to enable residents to WALK to parks and
businesses rather than clog the roads with more traffic. Crozet has
a chance to avoid the horrible mistakes made by Charlottesville
and most every other town in the US. Thank you for listening.
11. I would like to suggest a name for the new park at Old Trail:
"Penny Park". Children (and adults for that matter) could bring a
penny when they visited and toss it into a fountain/lake/or creek
and make wish. Wouldn't that be fun and memorable! Too bad
Thomas Jefferson isn't on the penny! Thanks.
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12. This sounds like a perfect opportunity to build a great cement
skateboard park. There is nothing like that in the area but there is 12:46:00 PM
a need for one. A skateboard park that meets the needs of street
skaters, bowl skaters, ramp skaters, etc (all types and levels of
skaters) would draw people in from all over the region. The closest
cement park like this is in Blacksburg. As an adult skater I
frequently travel with my friends to cement skateparks in the area,
often driving 2-3 hours to do so. We spend money in those cities
eatring lunch, getting gas, etc. A professionally built cement
skatepark would be a draw not only for local but also for travelling
skaters throughout the region (bring tourist dollars to the area). A
multi use park is a great place for a skatepark - parents can drop
off their kids and go do other activities in the park.
13. Skate Park with cement mini bowl. this is an excellent low impact
hi yield feature. Thank you!
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